Flavours of WUR

kimchi
‘I spent six years in South Korea,
where I studied Food Science and
learned how to make kimchi. After
moving to the Netherlands, kimchi
was the dish I missed the most. So
I decided to prepare it myself to
accompany other dishes. Every time
it rains, I enjoy fermenting vegetables as an indoor activity. And it
works better because the humidity
is higher.’

Ragwort
Common name: ragwort
Scientific name: Senecio jacobaea
Flowering time: June to November
Where to find it on campus: next to Atlas

This bright yellow, sweet-scented flower is frequently found in Northern Europe. The common English name ‘ragwort’ describes its shabby, ragged leaves. The scientific name comes
from the Latin word senex, which means old
man. Joop Schaminée: ‘This is because the flowers of species in the genus Senecio will all turn
into a fluffy white pappus, similar to that of a
dandelion. This bundle of fluffy white-crowned
seeds resembles the face of a bearded old man,
so the genus of plants producing this kind of
pappus was named Senecio.’
The origin of its name ‘kruiskruid’ in Dutch is
the subject of debate… It either comes from the
word for grey (grijs in Dutch) and therefore also
describes the greyish white fluff, or from the
word kruis, which means cross and describes
the cross-like shape of the leaves. Saint Jacob’s
day is on 25 July, which is when these flowers
are in full bloom – hence the name jacobaea.

1 Cut the cabbages into quarters
and remove the hard core. Then
cut the wedges into bite-sized
pieces. Wash the cabbage in cold
water and drain. Sprinkle the
leaves with salt and massage them
in. Add water until the leaves are
covered and let them stand for 2
hours, stirring every half hour.
2 Rinse the cabbage and check that
the leaves taste slightly salty. If
the leaves are too salty, rinse well
again and then drain the cabbage
and start on the kimchi paste.
3 Mix the rice flour with the water
and bring to the boil
while stirring. Let it cool,
stirring occasionally.
4 Blend the onion, garlic, ginger,
apple and fermented soybean
paste (or fish sauce) into a paste
in the food processor. Add the
rice flour porridge and stir in the
pepper flakes. Add carrot, spring
onion, daikon and leek.
5 Stir the kimchi paste in with the
cabbage and rub it into the leaves. Fill the canning jars to two
centimetres below the rim and

press the mixture down. Cover
the kimchi with a layer of paste.
Close the jars.
6 Leave the jars at room temperature for one or two days. Then
open them and press the vegetables down firmly. Close the jars
and store them in the fridge. The
kimchi tastes best after two to
three weeks.

Scan the QR code
for the list of
ingredients

Dania Lyew
Dania Lyew, an MSc student of
Food Safety from Panama.

10-euro lunch voucher

Share your recipe with Resource and
get an Aurora voucher worth 10 euros.
resource@wur.nl
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In this series, Master’s student and student
editor Julia van der Westhuyzen (photos and
text) and Professor Joop Schaminée (stories)
go in search of the loveliest campus flora.

Resource

Flower hunting

The WUR community is home to all the
flavours of the world. Dania Lyew, an MSc
student of Food Safety from Panama,
shares a recipe for kimchi.

